The Stewards, having received a report from the Race Director, heard from the driver and team representative and examined video evidence, have considered the following matter, determine a breach of the regulations has been committed by the competitor named below and impose the penalty referred to.

No / Driver 6 - Nico Rosberg
Competitor Mercedes AMG Petronas F1 Team
Time 15:29
Session Race
Fact The driver continued on the track with a damaged car spreading debris and with the front wing detached
Offence Breach of Article 12.1.1 h) of the FIA International Sporting Code
Decision Reprimand
Reason Article 22.11 of the Formula One Sporting Regulations requires a driver with serious mechanical difficulties to leave the track as soon as it is safe to do so. We do note the extenuating circumstances and the fact that the driver of Car 6 (ROS) did slow down significantly and attempted to mitigate the risk to other drivers and cars.
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